Teacher Tally Template
(remove this heading and fill in all bolded information)

Thank you for participating in (name of your event)! (Date) Students all over Sonoma County are doing their part to lower their carbon emissions and improve their health by walking, rolling (biking or skating), bussing, or carpooling to school.

Can you please take two minutes to ask the students in your _________________ class how many of them walked, rolled, bussed or carpooled to school today, and return this form to _________________ by the end of the day?

Thank you so much for your time and your commitment to our planet!

# of students present today: ______________
# of students who walked to school: ________
# of students who rolled to school: ________
# of students who bussed to school: ________
# of students who carpooled to school: ________

Your name: ____________________________________

[Read and remove this section:]

Hints for Teacher Tallies:
1. Two tallies fit on one piece of paper. Delete these hints and copy the tally text above to fit in the bottom and cut in two when you print, to save paper.
2. Put the tally in the teachers' box 3-4 days ahead. (Not every teacher checks their box every day)
3. Add a Hershey kiss or another treat to the tally. That will make the teacher notice it.
4. Ask your teacher advisor to send out an email blast with the tally information to all the teachers. More ways to collect information means more teachers will respond.
5. Ask your teacher to participate.
6. Say thank you.